THE LICENSED MARKS IDENTIFIED ABOVE MAY BE LICENSED TO:

Hunter Douglas Europe

FOR THE BELOW LISTED CERTIFIED PRODUCTS ASSOCIATED WITH THE NAME:

HeartFelt® Ceiling Systems

Only the following products are considered Certified Product(s) within the scope of this certification and the associated Trademark License Agreement:

HeartFelt® Ceiling variations are available in panel heights of 55 mm, 80 mm and 105 mm and in varying lengths and colours.

HeartFelt® Baffle in variable dimensions ranging from 200-500mm high and 40-90mm thick in varying lengths and colours.

See product specification sheet for more information.

Certified under Version 3.1 of the Cradle to Cradle Certified™ Product Standard
Use of Licensed Marks is subject to terms and conditions of the C2CPII Trademark License Agreement and Trademark Use Guidelines.
Cradle to Cradle Certified™ is a certification mark licensed by the Cradle to Cradle Products Innovation Institute.